
 

JOB DESCRIPTION  

 
Position Type  : Full Time Employee  
 
Location  : Bangalore 
 
Position  : Senior Database Administrator 
 
Position Description: 
 
DBA would be part of Technology Operations team with more focus on production and 
development database support. 
 
This person will be responsible for maintaining the development and customer-facing databases 
with scripting knowledge. 
 
This position requires close interaction with Engineering and QA teams. 
 
Experience Required: 
 
Technically competent in the following areas:  
 

 6+ years of database administration experience with Oracle /Postgres on UNIX 
platforms – Supporting UAT/Staging/Production databases 

 Experience in installation and configuration of databases like Oracle, PostgreSQL 
Cassandra and MySQL, etc.,) 

 Should have hands-on experience in setting up and monitoring backup and recovery 
using RMAN utility. 

 Experience inn procedural language PL/SQL or SQL/PLl 

 Hands-on experience in Oracle RAC setup, monitoring and administration. 

 Experience in creating and managing databases, schema, users and setting 
permissions. 

 Experience in data migration across various environments 

 Hands-on experience in monitoring database performance issues and capturing 
database metrics. 

 Should be able to set up DB jobs and automate DB scripts 

 Participation in DR (Disaster recovery) planning and execution 

 Experience in any of the scripting language like Shell or Python or Ruby 

 Understanding and working experience on Linux (RHEL, CentOS) 

 Experience in setting up database security standards and implement in production 

 Managing Database over RDS 

 Remote backup and recovery of RDS instances using  Oracle, Postgress 

 Basic knowledge of cloud computing AWS, Azure etc. 

 HA and DR setup for oracle and Postgree   (PGPool) 

 Cross database migration on different RDBMs 

 Able to train and mentor junior resource. 

 Database auditing and change data capture analysis 



 

 

Desired Experience: 
 

 Cassandra will be a great plus 

 Knowledge/experience on Big data (e.g. Hadoop) will be a plus 

 Knowledge on Oracle Data guard and RAC will be a plus 

 Either OCA or OCP certification would be a plus 

 Automation experience around database 

 
Educational Requirements:  
 

 Bachelor degree in Computer Science, Math or Engineering OR 

 MS in Computer Science, Math or Engineering is preferred 
 

Additional Experience:  
 

 Strong aptitude skills to learn new technologies and able to deliver 

 Must be excellent problem solver, creative thinker, and self-motivated 

 A strong sense of ownership, urgency and drive  

 Excellent analytical and problem-solving skills including high degree of attention to 
detail and accuracy 

 Excellent oral and written communications skills 

 Possess the ability to motivate and maintain effective working relationships with staff 
and partners.  

 Ability to successfully work to reach company goals in an environment in which a wide 
degree of creativity and latitude is required. 


